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Remove bike fairing. Mount the BT-100M module on top of the radio or on the inner
fairing with adhesive tape provided. Clean the area with the provided alcohol pad and
allow to dry prior to install. Make sure to position the end of the module without wires
up and towards the rider. This is the end with the antenna.

Route the power cable across and down to the back of the cigarette lighter. Remove
the wires from the cigarette lighter and plug the wires from the BT-100M in their place.
Our red wire goes to the center post. The black wire goes to the shell.

Plug the original wires into the BT-100M piggy back connectors. Our black wire
connects with the stock black wire. Our red wire connects with the stock orange/white
wire. Use the supplied wire ties to strap excess wire out of the way.

IMPORTANT:
Before you connect the audio cable into your stock Harley radio, you should turn on
your bikes ignition and verify you see the blue LED begin to flash from inside the BT100M case. If you do not see the blue LED flashing you should go back and check your
power connections.
Once you see the blue LED flashing, turn off your ignition and route the audio plug
down and out of the inner fairing and plug it into your radio auxiliary port.

Pairing and use
On your phone or tablet, go to Settings and Bluetooth. Have your device scan for
nearby Bluetooth enabled devices. Locate the BT-100M shown as BT-Speaker and
connect. If you are asked for a pairing code, enter 0000. Your audio will now be routed
through your stock Harley radio.

